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‘‘Elastic fission’’ of very light nuclear systems
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The binary decay of very light nuclear systems into the ground state exit channel has been investigated for
light heavy-ion collisions at energies ranging from the Coulomb barrier up to;4 MeV per nucleon. A
systematic analysis of 14 reactions and up to 50 angular distributions allowed the extraction of the energy
thresholds (Eef) for the fission channel forming the final products at the ground state~‘‘elastic fission’’!. A
significant suppression of the contribution of statistical processes is observed when the size of the system is
reduced. This effect may be related to a relative increase of the fast and peripheral yields.
@S0556-2813~99!03711-5#

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Jj, 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Lm, 27.30.1t
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In the past few years great effort has been devoted to
understanding of the reaction dynamic involvingp-shell nu-
clei and in particular those involving weakly bound nuc
@1–6#. Systematic studies of fusion barriers in light heav
ion reactions show an important increase in their hei
@7,8#, leading to a suppression of the fusion process with
intensity inverse to the system size. Furthermore, as a
sequence of the relatively high fission barriers predicted
the rotating liquid drop model@9# ~RLDM! and the fact that
for light nuclei (sd shell! the Coulomb repulsion of the pro
tons does not overcome the nuclear attraction, the fis
process has long been thought to be negligible in react
involving light heavy-ions. Recently fission of light heav
ion reactions has been detected@10,11#, with intensities con-
sistent with the transition state model~TSM! when realistic
fission barriers are used@12#. On the other hand, because
the relatively lower average binding energy of the stable
mainly of the radioactive light nuclei, the breakup channe
expected to play a major role@4#. In order to examine the
competition between all the mechanisms through wh
light-ion reactions may occur, we report, in this work, a sy
tematic data analysis of elastic fission yields observed
light heavy-ion reactions accounting simultaneously and
consistent way for the elastic, inelastic, transfer, fusion,
fission processes covering both fast direct and slow c
pound processes.

The experiments were performed at the University of S˜o
Paulo Pelletron Laboratory. Complete angular distributio
were measured for several systems at various energies u
E-DE particle identification. Reverse kinematics has be
used for the most mass asymmetric reactions and part
particle coincidences have been used in many cases to re
the effect of the background in the cross section determ
tion. The energy resolution was sufficient to separate
elastic and inelastic peaks in all cases. A complete desc
tion of the experimental setup has been presented in R
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@5,7#. For the completeness of the analysis, data for so
reactions were taken from the literature when availa
@5,13,14#. The characteristic feature observed in the elas
scattering data is an oscillatory forward-peaked angular
tribution with a smoothly rising yield at large angles~see
Fig. 1!. The most important contributions to the elastic yiel
were accounted for in the present work, namely, the poten
shape elastic scattering, the coupling to the main inela
channels, elastic transfer of nucleons and clusters, and
nally, the contribution of statistical processes. Presently,
dynamics involving direct processes in elastic scattering
well understood and reported in the literature@15–19#. How-
ever, no consistent analysis of the elastic statistical proc
which may account simultaneously for the fusion and fiss
components exists.

In this work the shape elastic has been treated in
framework of the optical model~OM!. The real potential is
given by the double-folding model with a realistic densit
dependent effective interaction based on the M3Y interac
@17#. The imaginary potential used to account for the loss
incident flux is given by a Woods-Saxon~WS! volume po-
tential. The renormalization factor (Nel) of the folding po-
tential was kept within 15% of unity in most of the case
The imaginary potential was used with a fixed geome
taken from Ref.@10#.

It is important to stress that the main purpose of this wo
is not the extraction of unambiguous sets of OM parame
but to obtain a consistent and systematic evaluation of
yields originating from statistical processes. It is known th
in the case of light heavy-ion reactions, at energies up to 2
times the Coulomb barrier, the fusion process carries mos
the reaction flux, but near barrier energies the direct a
inelastic processes become the most important proces
Therefore, it is important, in the analysis of the elastic cro
section, to consider the influence of the coupling of the
elastic transitions to the elastic channel. In the present w
this has been taken care of by using the coupled cha
approach. The transition potential was given by the first
rivative of the volume optical potential. It is known tha
some light-nuclei configurations may favor the elastic tra
fer process which is responsible, in some cases, for the
©1999 The American Physical Society02-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 067602
of the elastic scattering cross section at back angles. S
reactions present a perfect kinematics matching and there
are expected to occur with a significant probability when
nucleon~cluster! spectroscopic factor allows. Such contrib
tions were evaluated within the exact finite-range~EFR! dis-
torted wave Born approximation~DWBA! by means of the
codeFRESCO@19#.

After the subtraction of all these direct components fro
the data, an angular distributiondselast/dsRutherford, with an
increase at backward angles, remains, normally with
smooth nonoscillatory behavior following adselast/dV
}1/sinu behavior. This remaining component has been a
lyzed within the statistical model framework using Haus
Feshbach~HF! theory @21#. The continuum region of the
spectrum has been described by means of the Fermi-gas
density expression@21#. Transmission coefficients for the H
calculations were consistently determined, for the ela
channel, from the coupled channel calculations of the dir
components. Furthermore, the angular momentum distr
tion of the compound nucleus, important in the emission
heavy clusters, has been determined by the experime
cross section for the complete fusion process@4,5,7#.

The fitting procedure of the data has been done in th

FIG. 1. Typical angular distributions for the9Be112C, 10B
111B, 11B112C, 10B116O, and 17O111B elastic channels. The
curves indicate the result of the optical model calculations~dotted
line!, coupled channel~CC! calculations, accounting for the inelas
tic scattering~dash-dotted line!. The inclusion of the elastic transfe
~ET! amplitude to the CC, results in the thick dotted curve. T
Hauser-Feshbach~HF! contribution is indicated by the dashe
curves. The total elastic scattering cross section~CC1ET1HF! is
described by the solid line.
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steps, using the codeECIS @22#. In the first step, an optica
model fit, considering only forward angle data@up to twice
the grazing angle (ugrazing)], was performed varying two pa
rameters, namely, the renormalization coefficient of the c
tral folding real potential,Nel , and the depth of the imagi
nary potential,W0, with the geometry fixed.

In a second step, the parameters obtained in the prece
procedure are used, as starting parameters, to gene
within the coupled channel calculations, the transition pot
tial, having at this stage three free parameters, namely,Nel ,
W0, and the normalization factorNinel , corresponding to the
transitional potential. In this step, only the first excited st
of the target has been coupled to the elastic channel.x2 fits
of the angular distributions were performed, considering
forward angles up to 3 times the grazing angle (ugrazing).

In the case of systems for which the elastic transfer
peared to be relevant, namely, Be1B, 10B111B, and B1C,
this specific process has been added coherently to the s
elastic scattering using the codeFRESCO@19#. Spectroscopic
factors for the transferred clusters~or nucleons! were ob-
tained from the literature@20#.

In the third and last step, a simultaneous analysis is p
formed, using the coupled channel and Hauser-Feschb
calculations, for all the data covering the entire angular
gion measured. Ax2 fit is performed adjusting four param
etersNel , W0 , Ninel , and the normalization factorNHF of the
statistical model calculations. The angle-integrated value

FIG. 2. Left: excitation function of the ‘‘elastic fission’’ yields
for some systems. The dotted lines represent linear fits to the
points. Right: excitation function for the fusion@5#, fission@5#, and
‘‘elastic fission’’ yields for the18O110B reaction.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 067602
this statistical component is taken as the ‘‘elastic fissio
cross section.

Typical fits to the angular distributions are presented
Fig. 1 together with the partial contributions of the proces
considered. The excitation function of the ‘‘elastic fission
cross section increases rapidly with energy for all the s
tems investigated and display a quasilinear dependenc
1/Ec.m. similar to the complete fusion cross section. This b
havior is consistent with the interpretation of a statisti
component describing the back angle elastic yields. Fits
the excitation functions to the Glas-Mosel model@5,7# allow
the extraction of values for the ‘‘elastic fission’’ thresho
(Eef) which correspond to the intersection of the curve w
the 1/Ec.m. axis ~see Fig. 2!. The ‘‘elastic fission’’ threshold
is related to the fission barrier of the system, the compo
nucleus Coulomb parameter, the Coulomb barrierVcb

5Z1Z2e2/r 0(A1
1/31A2

1/3), and its rotational energy. Becaus
of the fact that at the threshold energy the angular mom

FIG. 3. Reduced values for~a! the ‘‘elastic fission’’ threshold
vef . The open circles represent reduced fission threshold va
obtained from fission cross sections and not from the elastic fis
cross sections~from Ref. @14#!. The dots represent the results fro
the present work.~b! The fusion barrierv fus for light systems@5,7#
as a function of the size of the system (A1

1/31A2
1/3). The numbers

represent the following systems:~1! 6Li112C, ~2! 6Li113C, ~3!
7Li112C, ~4! 9Be110B, ~5! 7Li113C, ~6! 9Be111B, ~7! 10B
110B, ~8! 10B111B, ~9! 11B111B, ~10! 10B113C, ~11! 11B112C,
~12! 12C112C, ~13! 12C113C, ~14! 10B116O, ~15! 12C114N, ~16!
11B116O, ~17! 10B118O, ~18! 18O110B, ~19! 11B117O, ~20! 12C
116O, ~21! 11B118O, ~22! 12C119F, ~23! 16O119F, ~24! 19F
119F, ~25! 19F127Al, ~26! 19F140Ca, ~27! 9Be112C, ~28! 12C
124Mg, ~29! 12C128Si, ~30! 14N128Si, ~31! 12C135Cl, ~32! 16O
140Ca, and~33! 35Cl162Ni.
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tum is relatively low, we expect that the value ofEef should
be closely related to the elastic fission barrier.

Explicit expressions for the appropriate fission widths
light systems can be found in Ref.@11# and are based on th
Sierk @9# fission barriers. Saddle configurations in light sy
tems are believed to have the shape of two touching sp
roids separated by a very small neck. Therefore, the scis
point is expected to be, in shape and energetically, very c
to the saddle configuration. In the specific case of the ‘‘el
tic fission’’ where fragments are at the lowest temperat
and smallest deformation, the transmission coefficients
the entrance and exit channels are identical. The fiss
branching ratio is determined by the phase space at
saddle point. However, in the case of light systems for wh
the saddle and scission points are practically equivalent,
phase space is comparable to the number of open channe
the final fragments. Consequently, the predictions from
transition state model which has been successful in the
scription of the fission process of light heavy-ion reactio
@11# are equivalent to those given by Hauser-Feshb
theory. Support for this assumption is given by the fact t
the total kinetic energy~TKE! of the strongly damped frag
ments is very closely related to the sum of the relat
nuclear, Coulomb, and rotational energies of two sphero
@5#. It is interesting to note@see Fig. 2~b!# that the fusion,
fission, and ‘‘elastic fission’’ excitation functions have sim
lar behavior. However, different barrier values are obtain
due to the different phase spaces available to the diffe
exit channels.

Reduced values for the energy thresholds for the ‘‘ela
fission’’ channelsvef5Eef /Z1Z2e2 are presented in Fig. 3~a!
and the reduced fusion barrierv fus ~extracted from evapora
tion residues cross sections@7#! are presented in Fig. 3~b!. A

es
n

FIG. 4. Ratio between the reduced values of the ‘‘elastic
sion’’ and the fusion barriers,R5vef /v fus, for the systems investi-
gated in the present work as a function of the size of the sys
A1

1/31A2
1/3. The hatched lines represent the average value forR and

their width represents its uncertainty. The numbers represent
following systems:~1! 9Be110B, ~2! 9Be111B, ~3! 10B111B, ~4!
11B112C, ~5! 16O110B, ~6! 17O110B, ~7! 16O111B, ~8! 18O
110B, ~9! 17O111B, ~10! 18O111B, and~11! 19F112C.
2-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 067602
systematic increase ofv fus for systems forming compoun
nuclei lighter thanAcn,30 is clearly observed, leading to a
inhibition of the complete fusion process for those light n
clei. It is interesting to note that the value for the reduc
‘‘elastic fission’’ energy thresholdvef shows a similar behav
ior and an equivalent reduction for systems of the same s
indicating that both processes are associated with statis
processes and both are suppressed for very light system
is important to remember that the formation of an equ
brated compound nucleus~complete fusion! is associated
with an entrance channel effect whereas the ‘‘elastic fissio
process is sensitive to the entrance and exit channels.

Figure 3 indicates that the onset of the hindrance of
statistical processes~fusion, fission, and ‘‘elastic fission’’!
occurs at the same mass region (A1

1/31A2
1/3),4.7. The en-

hancements of the barriersvef andv fus are of similar inten-
sity. This fact can be clearly seen when we calculate the r
R5vef /v fus as a function of the size of the system, as sho
in Fig. 4. The ratioR presents a constant behavior over t
entire mass region investigated. This onset massA1

1/31A2
1/3

,4.7 can be related to the atomic number of nuclei
which the nuclear density distributions no longer present
volume saturation~core or Fermi type density distribution!
and are dominated by a nuclear skin~surface!. As a conse-
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quence, the binding energy per nucleon is below the aver
saturation value of 8 MeV/nucleon. In this case, the ext
sion of the surface becomes relevant in determining the
portance of the direct processes, associated with periph
collisions.

In conclusion, we have shown that the presence of ‘‘el
tic fission’’ processes in light heavy-ion reactions has be
clearly identified. The data presented in this paper also sh
that, as we go to lighter ions, statistical processes bec
relatively inhibited. Although it is established that at barri
energies the coupling of collective degrees of freedom c
tributes to the enhancement of the fusion cross section, it
also been shown that the breakup process inhibits fus
@3,4#. We can also conclude from the present work that
correlation established between the separation energy o
colliding nuclei and the fusion probability@4# includes, be-
sides the intrinsic effect of the binding energy, a geometri
effect scaled by the size of the system, when light nuclei
involved.
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